99.99999% AVAILABILITY
Less than 1 minute of DCS-related downtime in 10 years

ZERO SHUTDOWNS
Make live software and application updates when foregoing shutdowns

Reduce PROJECT HOURS
Automate processes and reduce project hours with Automated Commissioning

HIGH-PERFORMANCE HMI
Enables higher productivity and a safer operating environment in process applications.

ADvanced SOLUTIONS
Deliver optimization of processes, proven results, measurable ROI and definitive risk reduction.

Plays Well WITH OTHERS
CENTUM VP supports a broad array of standard interfaces, which provide applications Compatibility & Interoperability throughout.

Automation DESIGN SUITE
A first-of-its-kind integrated engineering environment that transcends traditional DCS engineering functionality.

CERTIFIED & PROVEN Cyber Security
Third-party certified by Achilles, ISASecure EDISA (IEC 62443-4) and WIB (IEC 62443-2-4).